### Aircraft Incident Record

**Airframe**
- **Make/Model:** N/A
- **Registration No.:** N743AS
- **Airworthiness Class:** Standard
- **Airframe Hours:** N/A
- **Total Time:** N/A

**Engines**
- **Total Engines:** 2

**Propellers**
- **Total Propellers:** 2

**Flight Information**
- **Flight No.:** AS #53

**Operator**
- **Air Carrier:** Alaska Airlines
- **Address:** Seattle, Washington
- **Operating Certificate No.:** 802
- **Operating Category:** 121

**Persons Involved**
- **Passengers:** 17
- **Cabin Crew:** 2
- **Ground Crew:** 0
- **Public/Other:** 0
- **Total:** 21
- **Handicapped:** 0
- **Evacuation Injuries:** 0

**Type of Flying**
- **Phase of Operation:** Test
- **Location:** 60 miles west of McGrath, AK
- **Nearest Fix:** MCG 272°/60 miles

**Weather**
- **Source:** Pilot
- **Sky Condition:** Clear
- **Visibility Restriction:** None
- **Wind:** UNK
- **Temperature:** UNK
- **Altimeter:** 29.92

**Remarks**
- **Uncontrolled:** 1835AST Unlimited -38° Approx.
Subject: INFORMATION: Transcription concerning the incident involving Alaska Airlines 53 on January 30, 1987

From: Bobby J. Lamkin
Air Traffic Service Evaluator
Alaskan Region

To:

This transcription covers the time period from January 30, 1987, 0336 UTC to January 30, 1987, 0349 UTC.

Agencies Making Transmissions

Anchorage Air Route Traffic Control Center
Alaska Airlines Flight 53

Abbreviation
ZAN
AS53

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the following is a true transcription of the recorded conversations pertaining to the subject aircraft incident.

(0336)

(0337)

(0338)

0339:29 AS53 Center fifty-three
0339:30 ZAN  Alaska fifty-three—go ahead

0339:33 AS53  Any traffic in this area do you headed towards Anchorage

0339:36 ZAN  Ah I have one coming outbound from Anchorage towards McGrath at this time—it's a piper navajo at twelve thousand and ah—I have a same direction Ryan Air beech zero two estimating over McGrath zero four zero eight at two five zero other than that I don't have any other airplanes

0339:52 AS53  Okay we're just curious up at about our altitude ah headed that direction—thanks— -- you haven't had any UFO reports lately—huh

0340:10 ZAN  Well I was just getting ready to ask you about that ah could you tell me ah the position of that aircraft

0340:15 AS53  *(Ahead) just underneath our radar pickup up a blip he's moving about a mile a second just pulled right away *(unintelligible) shot at him but ah—* (man) he was there and then he was gone

0340:26 ZAN  Alaska fifty-three roger and ah—--ah did you have any visual sighting with that aircraft or anything like that

0340:32 AS53  Negative we just pickup up on radar the ah traffic and ah just watched it just pulls out straight ahead of us and just just disappear in a matter of seconds

0340:41 ZAN  Alaska fifty-three roger standby please

0344:31 AS53  Anchorage Alaska fifty-three McGrath

0344:34 ZAN  Alaska fifty-three go ahead

0344:36 AS53  Fifty-three McGrath at zero three four four level three five zero—Anchorage zero four one four landing

0344:45 ZAN  Alaska fifty-three roger contact Anchorage Center one one eight point two six zero DME southeast of McGrath—and I just checked on this we don't have military as active there
shouldn't be any any military aircraft over we're ah not
talking too at this time operating in your vicinity ah have
you shown any else on radar since that last ah contact

0345:03 AS53 Ah no sir

0345:06 ZAN Alaska fifty-three will see you next time good day

0345:08 AS53 (unintelligible)

(0346)

(0347)

(0348)

(0349)

End of Transcript

*This portion of the recording is not entirely clear, but this represents
the best interpretation possible under the circumstances.
STATEMENT OF INTERVIEW WITH ALASKA AIRLINES CREW

January 29, 1987 at 1930 AST

At approximately 1900 on January 29, 1987, I received a call from Anchorage Center Manager, stating that Alaska Airlines Flight No. 53 had reported to Anchorage Center that it had seen a target on their weather radar and asked if the Center had any other aircraft operating in the area. I informed the ARTCC Manager that I would interview the crew at Anchorage International Airport.

I interviewed the crew at Alaska Airlines Operations on January 29, 1987 at approximately 1930 AST. The crew stated that they had departed Nome, Alaska at 1800 enroute to Anchorage. The incident happened approximately 60 miles west of McGrath, Alaska. The aircraft was operating on a heading of East at an altitude of 35,000 feet and an airspeed of Mach .73. The weather was clear and the visibility was unlimited. At approximately 1835 AST the crew noticed a return on the weather radar at their 12 o’clock position and at a range of 25 miles. Both pilots stated that the target was strong and bright. They both looked outside and could not see any lights or targets. Looking back at the radar the target had moved approximately 5 miles further ahead of them to approximately 30 miles. Each sweep of the radar (approximately 1 second) the target would move 5 miles further ahead of them until it went off the radar scope at 50 miles. The captain stated that since the military was having "war games" in the area that it was probably a USAF Aircraft going at a very high rate of speed. He then called Anchorage Center and asked the controller if there was any reported aircraft in the area and reported what he had seen.

The area is not within radar coverage of the Anchorage ARTCC. The controller on duty checked with the USAF (Alaska Air Command) and was told the they did not have aircraft operating in that area at that time.

Richard C. Gordon
Manager
AAL FSDO-63
The following is a report concerning the incident involving Alaska Airlines Flight 53 (AS53) at approximately 40W MCG on January, 30 1987 at 0340 UTC.

My name is Briggs N. Willoughby (BW). I am employed as the Assistant Manager of Automation by the Federal Aviation Administration at the Anchorage Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC), Anchorage, Alaska.

I have reviewed recorded radar data covering the time and location of the reported incident. I found nothing to indicate that an aircraft performing as reported was present.
The Alaska Airlines flight crew of a Boeing 737 aircraft, flight #53, enroute from Nome to Anchorage, Alaska, on January 29, 1987, reported to the FAA Anchorage Air Route Traffic Control Center, the sighting of unidentified air traffic on their onboard weather radar system. The incident occurred at about 6:39 pm, 60 miles west of the community of McGrath, which is approximately 200 miles northwest of Anchorage. The aircraft was flying at 35,000 feet altitude at night, the weather was clear.

Both pilots noticed the target on their weather radar scope and looked to see if there was any "traffic" in front of them. At no time did either crewmember see anything outside the aircraft. The Captain asked the FAA air traffic controller in Anchorage if there was "any traffic in this-ah-area, do you-ah-headed towards Anchorage?".

The FAA controllers at the air route control center in Anchorage reported a piper navajo at twelve thousand outbound from Anchorage towards McGrath, and a Beech estimated to be over McGrath at 4:04 pm, but nothing else.

The Alaska Airlines Captain responded, "Okay, we're just curious. Up at about our altitude (35,000) ah..headed that direction--thanks--...You haven't had any UFO reports lately...huh?". The controller responded, "Well I was just getting ready to ask you about that ...ah...could you tell me ...ah...the position of that aircraft."

The area is not within radar coverage of the FAA air route traffic control center. Control of aircraft in the area is done by the center with the use of radio contact. The controller on duty checked with the USAF, Alaskan Air Command, and was told that they did not have military aircraft operating in that area at that time.
The flight crew reported that the target on their radar moved at a very high rate of speed, approximately 5 miles on each sweep of the radar (5 MILES PER SECOND). As the target moved off their radar they changed the range of their radar from 50 miles to 100 miles and saw the target briefly before it became lost in the ground clutter created by the Alaska Range of mountains.

The flight crew was interviewed by FAA inspectors when they landed at Anchorage.

Material developed as a result of this investigation will be released on or about March 5, 1987, in Anchorage, Alaska.

#  #  #

* Release updated due to additional available material from inquiry.